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a b s t r a c t 

For more than half a century, spinodal decomposition has been a key phenomenon in considering the 

formation of secondary phases in alloys. The most prominent aspect of the spinodal phenomenon is the 

lack of an energy barrier on its transformation pathway, offering an alternative to the nucleation and 

growth mechanism. The classical description of spinodal decomposition often neglects the influence of 

defects, such as grain boundaries, on the transformation because the innate ability for like-atoms to clus- 

ter is assumed to lead the process. Nevertheless, in nanocrystalline alloys, with a high population of 

grain boundaries with diverse characters, the structurally heterogeneous landscape can greatly influence 

the chemical decomposition behavior. Combining atom-probe tomography, precession electron diffraction 

and density-based phase-field simulations, we address how grain boundaries contribute to the temporal 

evolution of chemical decomposition within the miscibility gap of a Pt-Au nanocrystalline system. We 

found that grain boundaries can actually have their own miscibility gaps profoundly altering the spin- 

odal decomposition in nanocrystalline alloys. A complex realm of multiple interfacial states, ranging from 

competitive grain boundary segregation to barrier-free low-dimensional interfacial decomposition, occurs 

with a dependency upon the grain boundary character. 

© 2021 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Alloys of two or more different types of atoms can produce 

ore than one phase, with the formation of these ‘secondary 

hases’ providing mechanisms for strengthening and/or stabilizing 

he microstructure [1-4] . Understanding how solute elements then 

artition among phases and crystal defects is essential in control- 

ing how such phases form within these microstructures [ 3 , 5-7 ]. 

n the case of nanocrystalline alloys, where strength is intimately 

onnected to smaller grain sizes (i.e., the Hall-Petch effect [ 8 , 9 ]),

he ability for chemical partitioning to retard grain coarsening is 

ritical [10-12] , with this capillarity-driven problem being a gen- 

ral response observed in many fine-scaled materials [13] . In metal 

lloys, specific solutes can then phase separate from the matrix 

nto the interfacial boundary reducing the thermodynamic driving 

orces for such coarsening [ 11 , 12 , 14-20 ]. Alternatively, solutes can

luster and precipitate out as distinct, secondary phases that kinet- 

cally retard the boundary, a phenomenon known as Zener pinning 
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 3 , 21 , 22 ]. In either case, understanding how solute atoms evolve

n the boundary gives insights into the microstructural stability in 

hese materials. In many alloys, this elemental phase separation is 

riven by immiscibility between their constituent elements. 

In alloys that exhibit a miscibility gap, the phase separation 

rocess can occur through a barrier-free transformation referred 

o as spinodal decomposition [ 23 , 24 ]. The term ‘barrier-free’ infers 

hat the secondary phase does not necessarily overcome an inter- 

acial energy barrier as required in nucleation mechanisms. This 

pinodal phenomena spans glaze formation in ceramic pottery to 

recipitation in steels [ 25 , 26 ]. Historically, when describing spin- 

dal decomposition, the effect of structural defects on the trans- 

ormation pathway are neglected because of the innate ability for 

ike-atoms to cluster; this is in stark contrast to the mechanism 

f nucleation and growth phase transformations where defects 

eadily contribute to the energetics of where and how secondary 

hases form by reducing the interfacial energy barrier [ 23 , 24 ]. In

 nanocrystalline alloy, with a high density of grain boundaries 

GBs), the influence of these structural defects can no longer be 

gnored in an immiscible alloy that has a miscibility gap, since 

hey can have a significant influence on the solute partitioning and 

ransformation pathway for spinodal decomposition [ 27 , 28 ]. In the 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2021.117054
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
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ork by da Silva et al . [27] , defects including GBs and dislocations

ere shown to alter the spatial location and behavior of the de- 

omposition behavior from the bulk interior. Arguably, this chem- 

cal decomposition in nanoscale materials with a high density of 

aried GB characters is neither well characterized nor understood. 

For many decades, the ability to ascertain the solute evolution 

n a GB has been hindered by the need for high chemical sensi- 

ivity to detect the solute atoms coupled with a high spatial reso- 

ution to decipher the boundary structure [29-32] . Here, we have 

vercome these experimental challenges through cross-correlative 

icroscopy using atom probe tomography (APT), to capture the 

hemical signature of the solute on the GB-plane, with preces- 

ion electron diffraction (PED) identifying the structural bound- 

ry’s misorientation [ 29 , 30 ]. Using this cross-correlative method 

 29 , 30 ], we have studied an immiscible nanocrystalline Pt-11Au 

0.11 atomic fraction Au) alloy, which has a miscibility gap, and 

irectly linked the experimental characterization to a new density- 

ased phase-field (DPF) model [33] . In this model, we are able 

o elucidate the relative effect of individual GB character on the 

arrier-free interfacial decomposition that captures and explains 

he temporal evolution of segregation and decomposition observed 

xperimentally over a network of nanometer distanced GBs. 

While various techniques have been applied to simulate the in- 

eraction between GBs and solutes, each method has its own lim- 

tations. For example, first-principles [34-36] and atomistic [37- 

0] simulations capture interfacial solute decoration, but often 

truggle in summarizing collective effects of GBs in the larger con- 

ext of the microstructure. In other models that capture a larger 

eld-of-view perspective [ 16 , 17 , 41-46 ], simultaneous consideration 

f segregation into multiple coexisting GBs with various charac- 

ers has been challenging. Using the DPF model with experimen- 

al integration, we enable a direct consideration of multiple GBs 

haracterized in our nanocrystalline microstructure using this Pt- 

u nanocryst alline alloy as our case system. This alloy offers sev- 

ral advantages. First, the noble metals reduce the complexity of 

eactions with impurities and the environment when anneal en- 

uring a ‘clean’ experimental system to address the partitioning 

nd decomposition behavior within the nanostructure [ 47 , 48 ]. Sec- 

ndly, the alloy has been studied as a model system with respect 

o nanocrystalline stability [ 40 , 48-50 ] as well as mechanical be- 

avior [49] , providing context and comparison to other investiga- 

ions. While those studies have been paramount in revealing GB 

nisotropic partitioning as will be shortly shown, their focus on 

rain coarsening through experimental electron microscopy and 

olecular dynamic simulations largely address the property out- 

omes of the solute in the boundary. In this work, we centrally fo- 

use on how the solute evolves to and within the boundary when 

he alloy itself has a thermodynamic miscibility gap. We found that 

rain boundaies can actually have their own miscibility gaps and 

orresponding spinodal decomposiotion behavior. Our results re- 

eal a very complex realm of multiple interfacial states, ranging 

rom segregation to interfacial chemical decomposition, the nature 

f which relies on the nanocrystalline alloy’s GB characters giving 

ew insights into a traditional phase transformation 

. Materials and Methods 

.1. Sample Preparation 

An alloyed Pt-11Au (0.11 atomic fraction Au) thin film was 

putter-deposited from 99.9 % pure Pt and Au elemental targets in 

 stainless steel magnetron-sputtering system. The targeted com- 

osition was achieved through co-sputtering two elemental targets 

t different power settings yielding the appropriate deposition rate. 

he base vacuum pressure prior to deposition was < 6 × 10 −6 Pa . 

uring sputtering, ultra-high purity argon was flowed as the work- 
2 
ng gas to maintain a pressure of 1.3 Pa. The film was grown to an

pproximate thickness of 2 μm onto 300 μm thick silicon [100] 

ubstrates that had a native surface oxide. To prevent any delete- 

ious interactions between the film and substrate with subsequent 

nnealing, the Pt(Au) films were detached from the substrate. The 

lms were then annealed at 700 K for 4, 24, or 720 hours (h) in

 custom constructed vacuum annealing chamber that consisted of 

uartz tube evacuated by a turbomolecular pump to a base pres- 

ure of < 1 × 10 −6 Pa that was inserted in a cylindrical (tube) 

urnace. 

.2. Diffraction Analysis 

The phase and microstructure of these samples were examined 

y scanning transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM) using a FEI 

ecnai F20 operated at 200 kV. The TEM samples were prepared in 

he plan-view orientation (electron beam normal to the substrate) 

y a focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out technique using either a FEI 

uanta 3D or Tescan Lyra dual electron FIB - scanning electron mi- 

roscope (SEM). Here, the wedge was rotated 90 ◦ before attaching 

o the TEM grid and then FIB milled to remove some portion of 

he film until a segment of the foil was < 100 nm enabling it to

e electron transparent. The TEM composition spectrum and map- 

ing measurements were done by Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spec- 

roscopy (EDXS) using an EDAX silicon drift detector (SDD). Grain 

izes and orientation distributions were quantified by PED using a 

anoMEGAS ASTAR platform. 

The PED scans were obtained with a 0 . 3 ◦ precession angle at a 

canning step size of 3 nm over a 2 μm × 0 . 5 μm region of inter-

st (ROI) in the in-plane orientation. After scanning, the data was 

onverted for analysis for the TSL OIM Analysis 8 software package. 

rain-based misorientation analyses were employed to identify the 

rains with varying local misorientations. To improve the reliabil- 

ty of the PED data, grains comprising fifty or fewer pixels within 

 ° grain angular tolerance were automatically removed from the 

aps using the grain dilation function in the TSL software. 

.3. APT Analysis 

The composition and element distributions of the alloy films 

ere characterized by APT performed in a Cameca Instruments 

ocal Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP) 50 0 0 XS. A FIB lift-out tech- 

ique to prepare the APT tips was used with the aforementioned 

EI Quanta 3D dual beam FIB-SEM. The FIB extracted tips were 

ounted onto a Si half grid TEM holder and sharpened into 

eedle-like geometries necessary for field evaporation with a 5 

eV clean-up step to remove Ga + implanted surface damage us- 

ng a Tescan Lyra FIB- Field Emission SEM. The tips, attached to 

he Si half grid, were mounted onto a Hummingbird TEM holder 

hat was then placed into the Tecnai F20 for imaging. The grain- 

o-grain mapping of the tip was again conducted using the PED 

echnique described above with the beam precessed at 0 . 3 ◦ at a 

canning step size of 2 nm. 

The tips were field evaporated in the LEAP using laser pulse en- 

rgies between 250-350 pJ at a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz for 

 1.2% atoms per pulse detection rate. The specimen temperature 

et point of the tips in the LEAP was set at 40 K. The collected

tom probe data was reconstructed via the IVAS 3.8.4 software 

latform. For further details on the PED and APT cross-correlative 

ethodology, the reader is referred to Ref. [30] . 

.4. Grain Boundary Composition Quantification 

GB concentration maps of the APT datasets were used to vi- 

ualize and quantify the solute segregation within the GB planes 

 51 , 52 ]. In this approach, we triangularly meshed the GB planes 
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ith a unit size of ∼ 4 n m 
2 . Using a distance-to-center of mass 

DCOM) approach, the vertices were iteratively fitted to the GB. 

nce fitted, a centroid Voronoi tessellation (CVT) method produced 

n even distribution of verities on the mesh. A MATLAB (Math- 

orks Inc.) code, modified from the work in reference [51] cal- 

ulated the ladder diagram for each vertex necessary to compute 

he Gibbsian interfacial excess. Benefiting from this approach, the 

ccurate location of a vertex enabled a carefully determined local 

oncentration quantification. Overlaying the PED GB map to the 

PT reconstructed image that was specifically correlated to each 

B, the solute concentration to the GB character were matched. 

.5. Density-based Phase-Field Model 

Previous phase-field simulations of segregation in a Pt-Au 

anocrystalline structure have been conducted by assuming 

sotropic GB properties [53] . Here, we expand on these ideas by 

onsidering multiple coexisting GBs of various characters. To do 

o, we apply a density-based phase-field approach that allows an 

pproximation of the GB environment with reference to its corre- 

ponding bulk material [33] . The core idea of this model is the use

f a relative atomic density parameter, ρ , that enables a mean- 

eld approximation of the GB solid solution with reference to 

he defect-free bulk material ( ρ = 1 ), while the atomic density 

nd solute concentration gradient energy contributions account 

or the GB’s through-thickness structural and compositional in- 

omogeneities, respectively. Considering both structural and com- 

ositional inhomogeneities in studying GB segregation, Wang and 

oworkers [41] proposed using the coordination number as the key 

tructural property. Here, the continuum atomic density parameter 

an be interpreted as a coarse-grained description of the coordina- 

ion number [33] . The density-based model has been successfully 

pplied for studying Mn segregation in the FeMn binary system 

28] , co-segregation in a FeMnNiCrCo alloy [54] and the calculation 

f GB phase diagrams for ternary steels [55] . 

The atomic density parameter ρ is normalized by the bulk den- 

ity such that ρ = 1 for the homogeneous, defect-free bulk struc- 

ure and across a given GB, the density field varies as ρGB ≤ ρ < 1 ,

ith the subtle details of the boundary assessed by assigning its 

B density ρGB at the GB-plane (at the center of the GB). In prin- 

iple, the atomic density within a GB-plane will fluctuate [48] ; 

owever, in the present study, we evaluate the average constant 

B density value, ρGB , for each given GB. Accordingly, a monotonic 

unction can be used to readily relate GB density, energy and mis- 

rientation angle, as will be further discussed below. The density- 

ased Gibbs free energy of a pure substance i is derived as 

 i ( ρ) = ρ2 E B i + ρ
(
G 
B 
i − E B i 

)
+ 

κρ
i 

2 
( ∇ρ) 

2 
(1) 

here E B 
i 
and G 

B 
i 
are the potential energy and the Gibbs free energy 

f the corresponding homogeneous bulk phase, κρ
i 

is the atomic 

ensity gradient energy coefficient, and the Gibbs free energy func- 

ional is given by G i = ∫ G i (ρ) d V . For our assessments, we first

onsider a flat GB separating two infinitely large grains. Over the 

nite GB region and normal to the GB-plane, a symmetric density 

rofile appears with its minimum at the center, ρ = ρGB , with the 

ontinuity of such a coarse-grained density profile confirmed us- 

ng atomistic simulations [28] . At equilibrium, 
δG i 
δρ

= 0 (here δ indi- 

ates the functional derivative) and the equilibrium density profile 

eads 

eq ( x ) = 

(
1 + ρGB 

2 

)

−
(
1 − ρGB 

2 

)
cos 

(
πx 

η

)
for − η ≤ x ≤ η (2) 
3 
ith η = π

√ 

κρ
Pt 

−2 E B 
Pt 

being the GB half-width. Since our system 

f interest is Pt-rich, we assume the GB to be initially in a 

ure Pt system. Therefore, the GB energy is obtained by γ = 

 ∫ η
0 
( G Pt (ρ) − G 

B 
Pt 

) dV . Inserting Eqs. (1) and (2) in this relation, 

e obtain 

= α0 

(
1 − ρGB 

)2 
(3) 

here α0 = 
π

4 V m 

√ 

−2 E B 
Pt 
κρ
Pt 

is a material constant with V m the mo- 

ar volume of Pt. Equation (3) reveals that as the GB structure 

eviates larger from the bulk, i.e., ρGB deviates more from 1, the 

B energy γ monotonically increases. The GB density ρGB is then 

elated to the average in-plane GB excess volume 	V by 	V ∝ 

 1 − ρGB ) [33] , which is commonly used as a parameter for de- 

cribing the deviation in the GB structure from that of the corre- 

ponding defect-free bulk structure (see, for instance, Ref. [56] and 

eferences therein). This is further related to the GB energy and 

isorientation angle θ as discussed in previous studies [ 57 , 58 ]. 

ith the exemption of special GBs (coincident site lattices, CSLs), 

 high-angle GB (HAGB, greater than 15 ◦) then possesses a higher 
xcess free volume and energy than that of a low-angle GB (LAGB, 

ower than 15 ◦). 
Eq. (3) is now used to relate GB misorientation and energy with 

he relative GB density values [ 33 , 54 ], so that the effect of GB

haracter can be included in the phase-field simulations. Here we 

hose a phenomenological approximation 

GB = 1 − sin θ

4 
(4) 

o relate the average GB density and GB misorientation angle. With 

 m = 9 . 1 × 10 −6 m 
3 mo l −1 , E B 

Pt 
= −5 . 6 × 10 4 J mo l −1 [59] and

ρ
Pt 

= 2 . 2 × 10 −14 J m 
2 mo l −1 for Pt atoms, we obtain η = 1 . 4 nm

nd α0 = 1 . 7 J m 
−2 . Furthermore, we consider a range of GB ener-

ies θ ∈ [ 0 , π/ 3 ] that gives GB energies γPt ∈ [ 0 , 1 . 5 ] J m 
−2 [60] .

he relations from these inputs are plotted in Fig. 1 A-C. With 

he exemption of special GBs, Eq. (3) yields higher GB energies 

lower GB densities) for the HAGBs and lower GB energies (higher 

B densities close to 1) for the LAGBs. The relative values of the 

B densities now enable us to study the relative segregation and 

hase decomposition behavior among multiple coexisting GBs of 

arious characters within our nanocrystalline material. 

For the binary Pt-Au system, we need to further cast the 

ensity-based formulation of Eq. (1) into the regular solution 

odel [ 33 ] 

 ( X Au , ρ, ∇X Au , ∇ρ) 

= X Pt 

[
ρ2 E B Pt + ρ

(
G 
B 
Pt − E B Pt 

)
+ 

κρ
Pt 

2 
( ∇ρ) 

2 

]

 X Au 

[
ρ2 E B Au + ρ

(
G 
B 
Au − E B Au 

)
+ 

κρ
Au 

2 
( ∇ρ) 

2 

]

 ρ2 �PtAu X Pt X Au − T 	S Config + 

κX 

2 
( ∇ X Au ) 

2 
. (5) 

where, in addition to the (structural) atomic density gradients, 

e also have the chemical gradient energies within our binary sys- 

em [61] , 
κX 
2 ( ∇ X Au ) 

2 . The concentration gradient energy is an im- 

ortant component for studying phase decomposition in the Pt-Au 

ystem, particularly at the GBs where chemical inhomogeneities 

re expected because of segregation. In the current formulation, we 

pproximated the GB environment, relative to its parent homoge- 

eous bulk phase, with a dimensionless mean-field atomic density 

arameter that allowed us to use available bulk thermodynamic 

ata as inputs. In doing so we benefit from having spatial gradi- 

nt energy contributions to describe the structural and chemical 

ariations across the system. To that end, Grolier et al. [62] have 
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Fig. 1. The relationships of A the GB energy ( γ ) and GB atomic density, B GB atomic density ( ρGB ) and misorientation angle ( θ ) and C GB energy ( γ ) with misorientation 

angle ( θ ). For large deviations from the bulk structure, i.e., lower GB density and higher misorientation angles, a larger GB energy will be obtained according to Eqs. (3) and 

(4) . Here ρGB is less than 1. When atomic density equals 1, it represents the bulk structure. This monotonic trend is used to capture the relative segregation behavior of 

various GBs of different characters. 
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ssessed the bulk thermodynamic data for the binary Pt-Au sys- 

em in which the enthalpy of mixing for this alloy extends to the 

econd term in the Redlich-Kister polynomial: 

PtAu = �0 + �1 ( X Pt − X Au ) (6) 

ith �0 = 11625 + 8 . 3104 × ( T − 273 . 15 ) and �1 = 12616 + 

 . 8186 × ( T − 273 . 15 ) [62] . The configurational entropy of mixing 

or a statistical solid solution in Eq. (5) reads as 

S Config = −R [ X Pt ln X Pt + X Au ln X Au ] (7) 

ith R being the universal gas constant. The Gibbs free 

nergy functional of the mixture is then given by G = 

 G ( X Au , ρ, ∇ X Au , ∇ρ)d V . We now solve for the concentration 

nd atomic density fields using the Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn 

quations, respectively [28] : 

˙ 
 Au = −∇ · J Au = ∇ ·

[
M Au X Au ∇ 

δG 
δX Au 

]
(8) 

˙ = −L 
δG 
δρ

(9) 

here δG 
δq 

= 
∂G 
∂q 

− ∇ 
∂G 

∂∇q 
defines the functional derivative ( q : 

or X Au ). Here, M Au is the atomic mobility of Au atoms and L is 

 positive kinetic coefficient. As a diffusion-controlled process, the 

inetics of segregation and phase separation are governed by the 

obility of Au solute atoms while the atomic density field evolves 

uch faster by atomic bond relaxation in the elastic regime. For 

 = 700 K, we use M Au = 6 . 48 × 10 −15 mol m 
2 J −1 s −1 [63] . To assure

he diffusion-controlled kinetics, a large value L = 10 −7 mol J −1 s −1 

s chosen compared to the atomic mobility. All the thermodynamic 

ata are taken from Ref. [62] . The concentration gradient coeffi- 

ient, κX , can be related to the spinodal phase separated interfacial 

nergy, γI , based on the Cahn-Hilliard relationship [61] 

I = 

√ 

2 κX ∫ X 
h 
Au 

X l 
Au 

√ 

	G 
B ( X Au ) d X Au (10) 

here X l 
Au 

and X h 
Au 

are the corresponding compositions of the mis- 

ibility gap at T = 700 K and 	G 
B ( X Au ) is the free energy differ-

nce between a homogeneous Pt-Au alloy and the phase-separated 

ixture given by the common-tangent construction. For simplic- 

ty, we assume that κX Au 
does not depend on the composition. 

ssuming γI = 0 . 05 J m 
−2 and using the data in [62] , we obtain

X = 5 . 0 × 10 −13 J m 
2 mo l −1 . 

Finally, in order to perform the three dimensional (3D) full-field 

imulations of the Pt-11Au system, the two-dimensional (2D) PED 

nformation of the GB structure obtained from the experiments 

ere used to extract a domain of 80 × 100 n m 
2 with all of the
4 
B misorientation angles. From that experimental dataset, a di- 

ect 3D simulation box of 80 × 100 × 100 n m 
3 with a columnar 

rain structure, which formed through the thickness of these films, 

as been generated based on the 2D structural input with a spatial 

esolution of dx = 1 nm and initialized with X Au = 0 . 11 ± 0 . 01 (for

andom noise). The GB densities were set as a function of the mis- 

rientation angles using Eq. (4) and experimental data. Elsewhere 

n the simulation domain, the density field was intially set equal to 

, i.e. , the bulk atomic density. An OpenMP parallel C ++ program 

ith a finite difference scheme and an adaptive time stepping was 

eveloped to solve Eqs. (8) and (9) numerically, with a periodic 

oundary condition applied. 

. Results 

.1. Microstructure Evolution 

When sputter deposited, the nanocrystalline Pt-11Au alloy 

ormed a solid solution face centered cubic (FCC) phase, confirmed 

y electron diffraction. The various PED grain maps, Fig. 2 A, his- 

ogram of the grain size distribution, Fig. 2 B, and cumulative grain 

ize area distributions, Fig. 2 C, reveal the nano-granular evolution 

or the various annealing times. The PED maps, which were taken 

ormal to the growth direction, revealed a strong {111} texture. 

his would be consistent with such planes being the low surface 

nergy orientation for FCC metals that form upon sputter deposi- 

ion. Upon annealing at 700 K, we noted a shift to a slightly larger 

rain size distribution from the as-deposited state after 4 h; how- 

ver, the grain size distribution is still relatively narrow indicated 

y the steep slope of the area size distribution versus grain size. 

nterestingly, this distribution in size then slightly refines (even be- 

ow the as-deposited condition) with continual annealing for 24 

 and 720 h. Nonetheless, the average grain sizes, Fig. 2 D, are all

ithin one standard deviation indicating that such changes are not 

tatistically significant. The Pt(Au) alloy has been reported to be 

 nanocrystalline stabilized alloy [48] , with our results confirm- 

ng this previous study. The PED data from Fig. 2 A also provides 

nformation on the GB misorientation (hence GB types). Fig. 2 E 

re histograms of these GBs for as-deposited and different an- 

ealing states at 700 K. From these plots, GBs with misorienta- 

ion angles between 2 ◦ − 15 ◦ were defined as LAGBs and GB mis- 

rientations greater than 15 ◦ as either random HAGBs or CSL spe- 

ial character boundaries. Of the CSL boundaries, the 3 bound- 

ries are explicitly extracted from this grouping and plotted inde- 

endently in Fig. 2 E as they comprised the highest CSL fraction of 

hose boundaries. All other CSL boundaries, such as 7 and 11 , 

ere grouped under the CSL designation. In general, there is no 
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Fig. 2. A PED orientation and grain boundary maps for the (i) as-deposited (261 grains) (ii) 700 K/4 h (195 grains) (iii) 700 K/24 h (335 grains) (iv) 700 K/720 h (332 grains) 

annealed Pt-11Au films. B histogram of grain size distribution and C cumulative area fraction of grains shown in A D grain size evolution as a function of time and annealing 

temperature. Error bars in D indicate standard deviation. E histogram plots of the grain boundary types as a function of annealing time. 
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ignificant change in GB types for the 700 K annealed samples as 

 function of time. 

.2. Pre-annealed Chemical Structure 

In the as-deposited state, the APT datasets, Fig. 3 A and B, con- 

rmed that the alloy was chemically homogeneous using a nearest 

eighbor algorithm [ 64 , 65 ]. In both Fig. 3 A and B, the clear pres-

nce of two crystallographic poles is evident in either the isoden- 

ity surface or atom map distribution, with such features being a 

esult of trajectory reconstruction aberrations from the poles [66- 

8] . While regions at and near these aberrations inhibit accurate 

hemical analysis, the presence of poles provides structural evi- 

ence for the presence of different grains within the field-of-view 

nd serve as a guide in identifying the GB locations. These bound- 

ries are highlighted by their own iso-density surface variations 

rom the pole as shown in Fig. 3 A and can be inferred from the

ensity changes in the atom map in Fig. 3 B. The chemical profile 
5 
rom GB1, Fig. 3 C, taken from a π × 7 2 × 20 n m 
3 cylindrical vol- 

me, does not reveal any distinct Au segregation to this GB. 

Similar compositional profiles were noted in the other GBs for 

his sample. Fig. 3 D is the atom map of a 20 × 20 × 20 n m 
3 

ube cropped from the APT data of the as-deposited Pt-11Au sam- 

le, with this region chosen away from the poles (where the re- 

onstruction aberrations are the strongest). The Au-Au nearest- 

eighbor distributions in Fig. 3 E [ 64 , 65 ] reveals that the random-

zed data is overlapped with the raw data, indicating a random dis- 

ribution of Au atoms in the Pt lattice. Being in a random solid 

olution provides an ideal initial condition to then characterize 

ow the solute evolves out of solution and into the GBs in this 

anocrystalline alloy. 

.3. Solute Partitioning Behavior 

As evident in the results for the as-deposited film, where the 

olute is in solution, the APT technique provides an ideal means 

o identify and spatially resolve the solute upon phase separation. 
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Fig. 3. A Atom map from APT of the Pt-11Au alloy with 120 /nm 
3 iso-density surface embedded to highlight grain boundaries region. B atom map from a 5 nm thick 

cross-section to show one grain boundary C 1D concentration profile of the cylinder shown in A & B. The blue shading represents the statistical error associated with the 

calculation of the composition. D atom map cropped from the APT data of the as-deposited Pt-11Au sample. The size of the cropped cubic is 20 × 20 × 20 n m 
3 . E Au-Au 

nearest neighbor distributions. The randomized data is shown together with the raw data. 
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hile APT is a destructive imaging technique where atoms are 

eld evaporated and collected, by using different samples annealed 

t the same temperature but at different times, we are able to un- 

erstand the general chemical partitioning evolution even though 

t is not the equivalent analyzed volume for all times at any par- 

icular temperature. 

Within the 700 K/4 h sample, Fig. 4 A, the onset of Au parti-

ioning to the GBs is now apparent by the correlative comparison 

f Fig. 4 Ai’s PED map to Fig. 4 Aii’s atom map, where 0.15 atomic

raction Au isoconcentration surfaces delineate the GBs. The dis- 

ontinuity of these iso-concentration surfaces in the GBs is a result 

f the inhomogeneity of the Au partitioning within the boundaries 

ith this Au variation more apparent in the GB concentration map, 

ig. 4 Aiii. With an increase of GB misorientation, shown by the red 

rrow direction in Fig. 4 Aiv, an increase of segregation can be no- 

iced from the 2D GB composition map. While the grain size of 

his APT tip is visually larger than those seen in either the 24 and

20 h samples ( Fig. 4 B and C), this is consistent with the modest

ncrease in the overall average grain size noted in the PED scans 

or this anneal, Fig. 2 D, The modest increase in the average grain 

ize is likely contributed to the grains coarsening before the solute 

s fully partitioned to the boundaries stunting the growth, which is 

onsistent with prior reports for this alloy [ 40 , 48-50 ].Upon increas- 

ng the annealing time, the average grain size value does slightly 

efine and is likely a result of further solute partitioning to the GBs. 

inally, we note that the concentration in the GBs at 4 h is rela-

ively low, which would be expected to occur in the early stages of 

artitioning and/or decomposition where the concentration ampli- 

udes have not increased. 

Upon annealing for 24 h, the Au partitioning to the GBs be- 

omes ever more apparent. The partitioning anisotropy noted be- 

ween the different GB characters is revealed by the correlative 

omparison between the PED map, Fig. 4 Bi, and the Au-enriched 

soconcentration surfaces, Fig. 4 Bii. While Au solute discontinuities 

xist within the GBs at 4 h, Fig. 4 A, they are now much more pro-

ounced resulting in clear, non-uniform segregation, Fig. 4 Bii (with 
6 
he arrow to guide the eye). Note that this particular atom map in 

ig. 4 Bii is based on a singular isoconcentration value, which can 

reate continuous surfaces making some solute segregated regions 

ppear unbroken. 

Upon viewing the GB planes, the solute concentration disconti- 

uities become even more apparent, Fig. 4 Biii, with such types of 

iscontinuities previously reported via electron microscopy [ 40 , 48 ]. 

ut, beyond these prior works, which noted the anisotropic parti- 

ioning between the boundaries, we have expanded this informa- 

ion to directly link the segregation level to the GB character and 

ts distribution on the GB-plane. From these results, it is clear that 

he onset of partitioning is spatially heterogeneous and Au does 

ot uniformly decorate either the GBs or the individual boundary 

lanes it resides on. 

The alloy annealed to 720 h, with its cross-correlative com- 

arison between the PED and APT datasets, is shown in Fig. 4 C. 

his annealed sample retained the nanocrystalline grain structure 

ith a {111} fiber texture, Fig. 4 Ci. The EDXS map and the APT 

ata, Fig. 4 Cii-iii, reveal that Au-rich regions are located in HAGBs 

nd/or at triple junctions. Comparing this to the prior 24 h an- 

eal, Fig. 4 B, the solute distribution has qualitatively become more 

eterogeneous. The APT results further expose that some clusters 

rew dominantly. In Fig. 4 Ciii, a 5 nm diameter cylinder tube trans- 

erses a GB. The resulting one-dimensional (1D) concentration pro- 

le along the cylinder is plotted in Fig. 4 Civ with this profile re- 

ealing a spatial variation in concentration, with the concentration 

eing as high as 0.50 atomic fraction Au within the GB. The Au 

oncentration within the interior of the grains is ~0.05 atomic frac- 

ion Au, indicating a segregation-induced solute depletion from the 

nterior to the boundaries and no notable phase separation within 

he bulk interior. 

While interfacial spinodal phase separation has been reported 

o be triggered in conjunction with segregation [ 27 , 28 ], with the

bove data suggesting an interfacial chemical decomposition in the 

Bs, direct evidence of confined GB spinodals are very difficult to 

xperimentally realize. This is because of the need to identify the 
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Fig. 4. A 700 K/4 h annealed Pt-11Au film – (i) PED orientation and grain boundary map (ii) Atom map reconstruction with 0.15 atomic fraction Au iso-concentration 

surface embedded (iii) Grain boundary concentration map that matches with a (iv) Selected LAGB for concentration mapping. B 700 K/24 h annealed Pt-11Au film – (i) PED 

orientation and GB map for the (ii) Atom map reconstruction with 0.15 atomic fraction Au iso-concentration surface embedded, the red-edge arrow indicating discontinuities 

within the GBs as a result of heterogeneous segregation (iii) GB Au concentration map that matches with (i) C 700 K/720 h annealed Pt-11Au film – (i) PED orientation 

and GB map (ii) EDXS map for the same tip (iii) Atom map reconstruction with 0.15 atomic fraction Au iso-concentration surface embedded (iv) Line profiles of the arrows 

shown in (iii). 
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ecomposed low and high concentration areas throughout the en- 

irety of the GB area. In particular, the low-dimensional GB spin- 

dal fluctuations can interfere with the composition fluctuations 

ecause of its structural inhomogeneities [39] . To overcome this 

hallenge for quantifying the interfacial phase separation behav- 

or, we devised a reconstruction procedure, based on the concepts 

ound in [51] to map the APT distribution of solute concentration 

ithin the GB-plane and is shown in Fig. 5 A-C. These histograms 

ave been generated from local compositions of many individual 

ertices within the GB-planes on the interface maps. For instance, 

ig. 4 Biii contains the local compositions of 4709 individual ver- 

ices on the GBs of which 1219 are for LAGBs and 3490 for HAGBs. 
7 
ig. 5 B is its corresponding histogram for these GBs represented by 

he area fraction as a function of Au content. Similar distribution 

aps are extracted from the DPF simulations indicating low/high 

egregation level at the LAGBs/HAGBs, Fig. 5 D-F respectively, and 

ave been placed here for direct comparison to the experimental 

ata with the details of the simulations discussed in the forthcom- 

ng Sec. 3.4 . 

For the experimental data, Fig. 5 A and B are the histograms 

or 4 and 24 h annealing, respectively. We found that the LAGBs 

green lines) appear to keep their narrower distribution near 0.11 

tomic fraction, indicating less solute segregation while, during the 

ame period, HAGBs (blue lines) reveal a broader distribution with 
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Fig. 5. The temporal evolution of solute Au atoms distributions within the GB for the Pt-11Au alloy annealed at 700 K, represented by area fraction as a function of Au 

content. A – C are for the APT measurement and D – F are 3D DPF simulation results at different time steps (ts). 
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 longer tail, expanded as high as 0.40 atomic fraction. These re- 

ults suggest a larger driving force for segregation to the HAGBs. 

he simulation findings show a similar trend in Fig. 5 D and E in

hich the uniform solute distribution grow wider with the HAGBs 

preading larger than the LAGBs. 

After the 720 h anneal, the tails in both the experimental and 

imulated histograms stretch to approximately 0.70 atomic fraction 

u, Fig. 5 C and F, with the peaks’ maxima shifted to the left. Note

hat the vertical black line represents the nominal bulk composi- 

ion, i.e., 0.11 atomic fraction Au. While the stretched tails signify 

he development of highly decorated GB areas with Au atoms, the 

eaks that shift to the left (i.e., lower Au content) reveal solute de- 

letion in other GB areas. The broadened histograms over the con- 

entration space also reflect the through-thickness concentration 

ariations across the GBs’ region, dictated by their intrinsic struc- 

ural inhomogeneities, emphasizing the significance of gradient en- 

rgy contributions that would be present in a spinodal decomposi- 

ion reaction. With the ever rising compositional amplitude at the 

Bs (evident in the experimental data of Fig. 4 ), the changes in 

he histograms’ peaks and tails in Fig. 5 mark an uphill diffusion 

rom high-population, low-concentration to low-population, high- 

oncentration areas within the GBs, which is characteristic of a 

pinodal separation. The combination of the APT results ( Fig. 4 ) 

nd in-plane GB composition analysis ( Fig. 5 ) indicate the oc- 

urrence of the interfacial (GB) chemical decomposition in our 

anocrystalline alloy with further phase-field simulation evidences 

or the GB spinodal behavior discussed in the following section. 

.4. Density-based Phase-Field Simulation of GB Segregation and 

hemical Decomposition 

Using the density-based free energy functional, Eq. 5 , 3D simu- 

ations were devised to study the GB segregation and phase sep- 

ration in the nanocrystalline Pt-11Au alloy. In order to have a 

lose comparison with the experimental results, the experimen- 

ally measured PED orientation maps were imported as the initial 

rain structure to the DPF simulations. The experimental GB mis- 

rientations, denoted in Fig. 6 A (taken from Fig. 4 Bi), are mapped 

o the average GB densities ρGB ’s in Fig. 6 B, using a simple phe-
8 
omenological relationship that assumes a monotonic reduction 

n the average GB density with misorientation angle increase (see 

ig. 1 ). Despite its simplified nature, this treatment captures the 

eneral trend in GB density and energy as a function of misori- 

ntation angle sufficient for studying the relative GB segregation 

nd interfacial phase separation behavior within our experimental 

anocrystalline microstructure. 

The temporal progression of the solute redistribution is shown 

y 12 snap-shots of the simulation, Fig. 6 Ci-Cxii, in a given cross- 

ectional view with a video available in the supplementary on-line 

nformation. The simulations reveal three stages of microstructure 

volution: (1) solute redistribution, (2) interfacial chemical decom- 

osition that reveals spinodal characteristics and (3) cluster ripen- 

ng. We set up the initial simulation by evenly distributing the 

olute atoms in solution throughout the system to mimic the as- 

eposited Pt-11Au nanocrystalline alloy as shown in Fig. 3 . The so- 

ute redistribution starts with a segregation among different GBs, 

ith the HAGBs enriching at a faster rate than the other bound- 

ries. This can be seen by comparing the boundary misorientation 

ap ( Fig. 6 B) to the concentration maps ( Fig. 6 Ci-Civ), where one

an observe that the LAGBs enrich at a much lower rate and con- 

ent. This was confirmed in the APT datasets as well, Fig. 4 , where

ll HAGBs have a higher level of average solute segregation then 

he LAGBs. 

With an increasing simulation time, the GBs exhibit characteris- 

ics of a spinodal decomposition event nominally seen in the bulk, 

.e. , the composition fluctuation grows in amplitude with time. As 

eported in references [ 27 , 28 ], such spinodal events in defect struc- 

ures have been previously noted in both grain boundaries and dis- 

ocations. In this nanocrystalline system, with its high population 

f GBs, there was ready access for the solute to first partition to 

hese GBs where upon a chemical decomposition could then occur. 

f we look at the experimental sequence in Fig. 4 and the simula- 

ion snap-shots of Fig. 6 Ci-Cxii, we note an ‘up-hill’ diffusion of 

olute enrichment with a statistical distribution of concentration 

uctuations (within the GBs) as a function of time, Fig. 5 . This be-

avior mirrors a chemical evolution similar to spinodal decomposi- 

ion. Note that in producing Fig. 5 ’s histograms, the bulk informa- 
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Fig. 6. A PED orientation and GB map for the 700 K/24 h annealed Pt-11Au film B The extracted GB map constructed to a density map that is then used to build the 3D 

simulation box and C 3D DPF simulation results of the temporal evolution of solute redistributions (12 sub-figures). A one-to-one comparison of the concentration ( C ) and 

density ( B ) fields reveal the density-dependent segregation and interfacial spinodal behavior. 
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1 If considering a coarse-grained unit volume across the system and averaging 

the density field, the lowest averaged densities will be realized around the triple 

junctions where several GBs of lower densities meet. This pattern is recognized by 

solute atoms due to the nonlocal solute-solute interactions (gradient energy terms) 

during the energy minimization, resulting in the localization of the solute clusters 
ion is excluded. The widening of the histograms along the sim- 

lation time indicates that high-concentration sites start to form 

ithin the GBs while the population of the low-concentration sites 

row larger (the peak in the histograms shift to the left). 

Along with the competitive segregation and interfacial chemical 

ecomposition, the Au solute content within the grain interior was 

ontinuously depleted. In the simulation, this depletion is evident 

y the change in the grain interiors’ background color in Fig. 6 Ci- 

xii from dark-blue to light-blue as the solute segregates to the 

arge population of GBs within the microstructure. With this deple- 

ion, the bulk composition for spinodal decomposition within the 

rain interiors now falls outside the miscibility region. The ther- 

odynamic origins and consequences of these particular event is 

urther discussed in the next section. 

a

9 
As the simulation continued, Fig. 6 Cix-Cxii, some of the phase- 

eparated Au-enriched clusters coalesce together and grow by 

ipening. These coarsening clusters are often found at the triple 

unctions where the volume-averaged atomic density attains its 

inimum 
1 . An implication of these Au-rich clusters is that they 

ay act as a GB drag/pinning mechanism that additionally retards 

he grains from coarsening as noted in Fig. 2 . 
t the triple lines. 
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Fig. 7. A The phase diagram of Pt-Au system. Competitive segregation in nanocrystalline microstructure results in solute depletion in the interior grains and lower equilibrium 

segregation at GBs, compared to that in large-grain microstructures. The equilibrium GB segregation differs from GB to GB that is shown by colored curved arrows. We use 

the thermodynamic assessments from Grolier et al. [62] to obtain the phase diagram. Note that the colored arrows in A schematically indicate the spread in different grain 

boundaries’ segregation behavior due to their diverse character. B Grain size-dependent equilibrium segregation profiles vs. the ‘large-grain’ case. C The maximum equilibrium 

GB concentration and the bulk solute depletion as a function of grain size for Pt-1Au at 700 K. 
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. Discussion 

Available thermodynamics data [62] confirms that the uniform 

olid solution Pt-11Au alloy (as-deposited condition) lies in the 

iscibility gap (spinodal region) of the bulk phase diagram, Fig. 7 A. 

n our nanocrystalline microstructure, the bulk spinodal phase sep- 

ration largely overlaps with the segregation processes among the 

anometer distanced GBs which redefines the concentration land- 

cape. From the experimental and simulation results, we have de- 

ermined that the Au partitions to these GBs. This partitioning oc- 

urs in a heterogeneous manner in terms of both concentration 

evel and solute distribution within the GBs. These are evidenced 

n Figs. 4 and 6 . Furthermore, along with an ever-increasing com- 

osition of the GBs, we note an uphill diffusion of Au atoms within 

he GBs, as analyzed in Fig. 5 , that all together confirm the GB

hemical decomposition in our nanocrystalline alloy. 

This type of GB spinodal behavior has been evidenced in other 

aterials using different experimental methods [ 27 , 69 , 70 ]. In con-

rast to these previous reports, which focus on the GB spinodal be- 

avior in large-grain size microstructures, we have addressed it in 

 nanocrystalline microstructure where several critical differences 

an now be noted. The large population of GBs (related to the grain 

ize in the system) results in a solute depletion within the bulk 

rain interior that couples to the solute segregation to the GBs and 

he subsequent chemical separation phenomena within the GBs. To 

ingle-out this grain size effect, solute partitioning was studied us- 

ng the DPF model for a Pt-1Au (0.01 atomic fraction Au) alloy. 

ig. 7 B shows the equilibrium segregation profiles. We chose Pt- 

Au at 700 K (in the single phase region of the phase diagram) 

o that the grain size effect can be demonstrated without interfer- 

nce with the spinodal decomposition. For a single flat GB, with 

 periodic boundary condition, the simulation box size represents 

he spacing between the GBs, i.e. , the grain size. A large grain sce- 

ario is then emulated by applying a fixed concentration boundary 

ondition parallel to the GB-plane. Here the ‘large-grain’ refers to a 

rain size such that the grain interior’s bulk composition is not in- 

uenced by the segregation, i.e. , the number of segregated solutes 
10 
s negligible compared to the total solutes in the entire system. 

e found that the equilibrium bulk and GB compositions shift as 

 result of grain size such that for smaller grain sizes (larger GB 

opulations), the equilibrium GB segregation is suppressed and the 

butting bulk phase is solute depleted. Fig. 7 C reveals this cor- 

esponding GB/bulk composition/depletion as a function of grain 

ize. This grain size effect has a decisive impact on the solute 

edistribution within the nanometer-sized grain structures. Upon 

egregation, the interior bulk portions of the grains become so- 

ute depleted as clearly shown from Fig. 4 Civ (experiment) and 

ig. 6 Cix-xii (simulation). This depletion shifts the concentration 

ithin the grain interior outside the miscibility gap making the 

nterior composition no longer thermodynamically driven to spin- 

dally decompose. In contrast, a coarse grain structure can still 

etain sufficient solute within its bulk interior, even as some so- 

ute partitions to its GBs, enabling its interior composition to still 

e placed in a thermodynamic condition for spinodal decomposi- 

ion. As these solutes enrich the GBs through segregation, the GBs 

ecome compositionally shifted towards a thermodynamic regime 

hat places it in a condition to undergo spinodal decomposition. 

he vast diversity of the GB characters within a nanocrystalline mi- 

rostructure can now impact this segregation and GB chemical de- 

omposition behavior, especially recognizing that the GBs are just 

anometer distances apart. These consequences are better under- 

tood based on a comparison between the bulk and GB chemical 

otentials. 

The chemical potential of a GB includes nonlocal gradient 

nergy contributions stemming from the free energy functional 

hown in Eq. (5) . Neglecting these gradient terms and focusing on 

he local energy contributions, Fig. 8 compares the chemical po- 

entials of Au in the Pt-Au system for the bulk and three differ- 

nt GBs at 700 K, with each of these boundaries represented by 

 different density. For any given alloy composition on the bulk 

urve, the difference in the GB and bulk chemical potentials rep- 

esents the driving forces for solute segregation to that GB. From 

ig. 8 , it is clear that the driving force for segregation is higher 

or HAGBs (lower GB densities). This explains the larger segrega- 
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Fig. 8. Chemical potentials of Au in the Pt-Au system for bulk ( ρ = 1 ) and different 

GBs ( ρ < 1 ) based on the density-based free energy description. We use the ther- 

modynamic assessments from Grolier et al. [62] . The unstable (spinodal) ranges are 

shown as doted-lines. For lower GB densities (here ρGB = 0 . 85 or 0 . 75 ), the Pt-11Au 

alloy appears outside the spinodal region. 
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ions to the HAGBs compared to the LAGBs observed in both ex- 

eriments ( Fig. 4 ) and simulations ( Fig. 6 ) particularly present in

he early time sequences. 

Fig. 8 also reveals that for GBs, the unstable low-dimensional, 

hemical decomposition regions (the dotted parts on the chemical 

otential curves) becomes smaller. This means that the barrier-free 

hemical decomposition has its own characteristics for the GBs, 

hich are different from that of the bulk. Additionally, the chemi- 

al potential curves show that the smaller the GB density, the nar- 

ower the miscibility gaps for the GB; therefore, a greater concen- 

ration of the solute is required to activate the interfacial chemical 

ecomposition within that boundary. For instance, a HAGB with 

he lowest density in Fig. 8 requires up to 0.18 atomic fraction 

u in order to begin the GB chemical decomposition, whilea LAGB 

ith higher densities (closer to 1), the initial alloy with 0.11 atomic 

raction Au is already well within the miscibility gap. 

Expectedly, when two or more GBs with various GB densities 

re present, a competitive partitioning and interfacial chemical de- 

omposition can take place. The size effects discussed in Fig. 7 A- 

 results in a solute depletion and lesser chance for spinodal de- 

omposition in the bulk. Conversely, since the concentration fluc- 

uations grow larger upon segregation at the GBs, the Au-enriched 

Bs become far more amenable to initiate chemical decomposition 

see Figs. 4 and 6 ). Interestingly, our simulations in Fig. 6 reveal

hat both HAGBs and LAGBs undergo the chemical decomposition 

round the same time. This can be explained now by the two con- 

urrent effects, i.e. , the high driving forces for solute segregation to 

he HAGBs enriching themselves rapidly up into the edge of their 

hemical decomposition region, while, for the LAGBs, their chem- 

cal decomposition regions are larger and allow for an interfacial 

omposition separation with no or little prior segregation ( Fig. 8 ). 

From our experimental and modeling results, it becomes clear 

hat both segregation and low-dimensional GB chemical decompo- 

ition phenomena will depend upon the GB population and char- 

cter. These outcomes are particularly relevant in that spinodal de- 

omposition is a barrier-free phase transition where defects, like 

Bs, are usually ignored – in contrast to the classical nucleation 

cenario where such defects are considered for explaining where 

nd how nucleation reactions occur, e.g., in the various heteroge- 

eous nucleation models. Our results show that GBs can indeed 

nfluence the chemical decomposition process by having their own 

lanar characteristics that, in the Pt-Au case, require a higher so- 
11 
ute concentration to enter the GB-specific low-dimensional chem- 

cal decomposition regimes ( Fig. 8 ). In this sense, GBs tend to 

elay the barrier-free spinodal phase separation until they reach 

heir appropriate segregation level. As a result, the accommodation 

f solute atoms by certain GB types can be thought as a poten- 

ial tunable variable for phase separation in nanocrystalline alloys 

here a miscibility gap exists. 

. Conclusions 

In summary, by combining near-atomic tomographic and mi- 

roscopy studies with a density-based thermodynamic model and 

hase-field simulation, the grain size-dependent, competitive GB 

egregation and phase separation behavior in nanocrystalline Pt- 

1Au was elucidated. We found that microstructural defects ( i.e. , 

ifferent types of GBs) can have their own critical concentrations 

o initiate chemical decomposition which then alters the spinodal 

ecomposition pathway in nanocrystalline alloys. For nanocrys- 

alline materials with a miscibility gap, two effects where noted. 

irst, GBs take solutes from the bulk, driving the bulk interior of 

he grains towards a single-phase region where spinodal decom- 

osition, within the bulk interior, does not occur. And second, GBs 

especially HAGBs) accommodate more solute and show less ten- 

ency for chemical decomposition themselves until a higher solute 

ontent is reached ( Fig. 8 ). The temporal evolution of the solute 

istribution revealed by cross-correlative APT and PED confirms 

hese model predictions, while the model provided the ability to 

eveal the formation mechanisms of the discontinuities seen to oc- 

ur in the experimentally characterized GBs. 

Understanding the solute redistribution and the kinetic path- 

ays where solute enrichment within GBs occurs provides out- 

ooks on nanocrystalline stability considerations. Specifically, we 

ound that HAGBs have a higher driving force for solutes to seg- 

egate to, but require a higher amount of solutes for triggering a 

hemical decomposition. Their transient evolution drives towards a 

iscontinuity of solute clusters that would promote a kinetic pin- 

ing effect for nanocrystalline stabilization, as the grain size did 

ot coarsen within the annealing time of our study as well as oth- 

rs [48] . These findings suggest that engineering a high fraction 

f general HAGBs would assist in producing a more homogeneous 

egregation network for the stabilization of nanocrystalline alloys 

hose elements are immiscible and exhibit a miscibility gap. 
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